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	Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 Unleashed is the 100% new, 100% practical developer’s guide to Microsoft’s most powerful version of BizTalk Server. Written by an expert team of Microsoft insiders and BizTalk MVPs, it reflects unsurpassed experience with all phases of BizTalk enterprise solutions development, from planning through deployment and administration.


	 


	The authors begin by introducing BizTalk Server’s architecture and key integration concepts. Next, they offer in-depth coverage of BizTalk’s foundational features, including schemas, maps, orchestrations, and pipelines. You’ll learn how to effectively utilize both standard and custom adapters; monitor integration services; leverage cloud computing via Windows Azure; implement operational BI solutions; and make the most of business rules and BizTalk’s Business Rules Engine (BRE).


	 


	The authors offer best practices and “in the trenches” tips for everything from managing deployments through implementing state-of-the-art mobile RFID solutions. No other book offers this much useful, pragmatic, and tested knowledge for successful BizTalk development.


	 


	Brian Loesgen is a Principal Architect Evangelist on Microsoft’s Azure ISV team. A six-time Microsoft MVP, he has extensive experience in building advanced enterprise, ESB, and SOA solutions. He has coauthored eight books, including SOA with .NET and Windows Azure. Charles Young, a principal consultant at Solidsoft, and Jan Eliasen, an IT architect at Logica, have each been honored repeatedly as BizTalk MVPs, and are highly respected bloggers in the BizTalk community. Scott Colestock, chief architect for Trace Ventures, specializes in using BizTalk to implement integration and service orchestration solutions. He is a member of Microsoft’s Architectural Advisory Board and a BizTalk MVP. Anush Kumar, CTO of S3Edge, served as Microsoft’s RFID business leader and was heavily involved in designing and architecting its BizTalk RFID offerings. Jon Flanders is an independent consultant, instructor for Pluralsight, BizTalk MVP, and author of RESTful .NET.

	
		Apply BizTalk Server’s sophisticated, scalable message exchange model to support virtually any business requirement
	
		Get your schemas right the first time, so you can avoid major problems downstream
	
		Use BizTalk Mapper to create maps for transforming inbound and outbound XML messages and supporting business processes
	
		Use orchestration to automate even highly-complex processes
	
		Utilize adapters and WCF to integrate any application, service, or system
	
		Extend your application’s reach with Windows Azure AppFabric
	
		Capture key BizTalk infrastructure, services, and business metrics
	
		Build powerful rules-based solutions with Microsoft’s Business Rules Framework
	
		Establish an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) that uses BizTalk Server as core messaging infrastructure
	
		Efficiently manage, configure, and troubleshoot BizTalk through the Administration Console
	
		Create RFID applications ranging from simple label printing to end-to-end business processes
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Knowledge-Based Virtual Education: User-Centred ParadigmsSpringer, 2005
Virtual learning plays an important role in providing academicians, educators and students alike, with advanced learning experiences. At the forefront of these current technologies are knowledge-based systems that assess the environment in which such learning will occur and are adaptive by nature to the individual needs of the user (Grossman et...
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Biochemistry and Molecular Biology of ParasitesAcademic Press, 1995

	The study of parasitic organisms at the molecular level has yielded fascinating new insights of great medical, social, and economical importance, and has pointed the way for the treatment and prevention of the diseases they cause. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology of Parasites presents an up-to-date account of this modern scientific...
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No More Kidney Stones: The Experts Tell You All You Need to Know about Prevention and TreatmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A Proven Plan to Prevent Painful Kidney Stones


	At last! Whether you are a chronic kidney stone sufferer or at risk of developing stones, this practical, comprehensive guide will help you take charge of your health and eliminate this painful disease from your life forever. Written by a team of experts in the field, No More Kidney...
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The Ten Lost Tribes: A World HistoryOxford University Press, 2009
The legendary story of the ten lost tribes of Israel has resonated among both Jews and Christians down through the centuries: the compelling idea that some core group of humanity was "lost" and exiled to a secret place, perhaps someday to return triumphant. In this fascinating book, Zvi Ben-Dor Benite shows for the first time the...
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Administering Windows Vista Security: The Big SurprisesSybex, 2006
An Inside Look at Windows Vista Security for Systems Administrators
    

    Get an early start on Windows Vista security and the technology shifts you'll need to know as a systems administrator. From leading Windows expert Mark Minasi comes this "just-in-time" book to get you there. This targeted, hands-on...
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The Pumpkin Cookbook, 2nd Edition: 139 Recipes Celebrating the Versatility of Pumpkin and Other Winter SquashStorey Publishing, 2017

	From Currant-Pumpkin-Oat Scones to Chicken-Pumpkin Tacos, Pumpkin-Filled Ravioli with Fried Sage, Ginger-Pumpkin Ice Cream, and of course (seven!) pies, this comprehensive cookbook reminds us that the iconic symbol of fall is so much more than jack-o’-lantern material. These 139 recipes offer diverse and delicious options for enjoying...
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